The UGA DAWG WATCH program encourages faculty, staff and students to remain alert and vigilant in an effort to deter individuals from performing terrorist acts or criminal activities on campus.

**What Should You Do?**
- Know your area/building and who belongs
- Report suspicious behavior and suspicious mail or packages to the UGA Police
- Be an observant witness and obtain a description of the suspect(s)

**What You Should Look for:**
- People asking unusual questions about security procedures
- Individuals taking photographs or video of buildings, events or structures that appears to be unusual
- Thefts of University vehicles, I.D. cards, keys, uniforms, chemicals, fertilizers, etc
- Individuals located in secure or unauthorized areas without permission – could be testing security procedures and building staff or emergency responders
- Abandoned or unclaimed packages, bags, or other unusual items located in odd places

Be observant - Report suspicious activity to the UGA Police at 911 or (706) 542-2200

**Suspect Description Information for Police**
- Gender
- Race
- Age
- Height
- Weight
- Complexion
- Hair Color
- Weapon Description
- Direction of Travel
- What the suspect said
- Vehicle: make, model, color, tag number
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